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Hosted at the prestigious Ascot Grandstand, the UK’s
only dedicated high-end audio show boasts the ‘who’s
who’ of world-class hi-fi – here’s this month’s taster...

Ascot Grandstand 2019

ê The full gamut of precision
Benchmark DACs and
headphone amplifiers will
feature in a top-flight system
on the 5th floor while also
serving up some glorious
‘personal listening’ with
Focal, Fostex and Meze cans
in our Panoramic Headphone
Zone. Come hear the choice
of many a professional user...
é Chord Electronics launched its flagship ULTIMA
pre/power amplifiers [HFN Feb ’19] at last year’s
Hi-Fi Show Live, and this year’s event sees the UK’s
first public showing of the trickle-down ULTIMA 3
power amps. These 480W monoblocks replace the
SPM 6000 MKII, and will heard driving KEF Blades.

ê Warwick Acoustics will have its sound-proofed
‘listening booth’ installed as the centrepiece
of our Panoramic Headphone Zone, on the top
floor of the Ascot Grandstand. The spectacular
views from this vantage point will be matched
only by the opportunity to experience the very
best in personal listening, courtesy of the Aperio
flagship headphone/DAC/amplifier system.
Under wraps, Warwick Acoustics has also teased
us with a world exclusive to be unveiled at the
UK Hi-Fi Show Live...

ì Hailing from one of the world’s
finest boutique hi-fi manufacturers –
TIDAL Audio of Germany – the Vimberg
Mino and Tonda floorstanders employ
ceramic Accuton drivers, with a 30mm
diamond tweeter option! Hear them
sparkle at the UK Hi-Fi Show Live.

è Harman Kardon is bringing its full range
of network-connected Citation speakers to
the UK Hi-Fi Show Live, from the model ONE
to the Towers pictured here. With Bluetooth,
Chromecast built-in and Google Assistant all
part of the repertoire, fun meets fine sound.

é When Simaudio announced the launch of
its new MOON 860A v2 power amp, it also
replaced the 860A, 870A and 880A with
this one inherently ‘complete’ 225W/8ohm
model. Hear it in a full Simaudio set-up with
Dynaudio speakers at the UK Hi-Fi Show Live.
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EVENTS Latest from the UK’s only high-end hi-fi show
è Falcon Acoustics is on something of a
roll with its revitalised LS3/5a speakers
[HFN Dec ’18], but alongside these
miniature marvels the new Reference
GC6500R will also be playing at the UK
Hi-Fi Show Live. Complete with ribbon
tweeters and ‘Graphene enhanced’ bass
units, these floorstanders look set to stun!

é Hot foot from the US, Aesthetix plans
to demonstrate its Mimas integrated
[HFN Mar ’19] at the UK Hi-Fi Show Live
alongside its flagship Janus Eclipse
preamp and a pair of Atlas Eclipse power
amps. This room will not be short of juice!

é Heavyweight hi-fi will be in abundance at the UK Hi-Fi Show
Live, and the new Bellini/Donizetti amplifiers from Italy’s
Analogue Audio certainly fall into this exalted class. This new
Anniversary Edition pre/power gets its UK debut in October...

î Ever since the Oasis direct-drive turntable was
launched a decade ago, analogue aficionados
have asked Brinkmann for a similar deck that
would rival the performance of its state-of-theart Balance. With its UK
launch at the Hi-Fi
Show Live, the
new Taurus
direct-drive
definitely
looks to fit
the bill!

ê Yes, your eyes do not deceive you – this is the apex of
TechDAS’s vinyl-playing solutions, the utterly extravagant Air
Force Zero. The five-piece platter alone weighs over 100kg,
capped by a 31mm-thick, 28kg disc of sintered tungsten!
Every facet of this turntable’s design seems extraordinary,
and the proof will be in the listening as part of the Zero’s
‘World Tour’ during the UK Hi-Fi Show Live...

ê Cambridge-based Node Audio will be illustrating its ‘Helical
Transmission Line’ technology, courtesy of the Hylixa speakers
that debuted just last year. Get up close to their complex
cabinet geometry, made using a laser-based form of 3D
printing, and explore the extensive customisation options!

26-27th October
Advance tickets are on sale for the UK’s premier high-end
audio event – The UK Hi-Fi Show Live, hosted at the Ascot
Racecourse Grandstand, High Street, Ascot on Saturday
26th and Sunday 27th October 2019. Tickets cost just £20
(£30 for a weekend pass) via www.eventbrite.co.uk or via
the link on the www.hifishowlive.com website. We are also
offering a concessionary £15 day pass for subscribers of
Hi-Fi News and Hi-Fi Choice (details on the
insert included with all subscriber
copies). See website for further
information, brand listings
and seminars.
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